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ICC, Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda,
ICC- President Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
Postbus 19519, 2500 CM Den Haag, OTP-CR-407/07
Ministerie van Algemene Zaken
Secretaris-generaal drs P.H.A.M. Huijts
Minister President Mark Rutte, Koning Willem-Alexander
Postbus 20001 , 2500 EA Den Haag
The Nobel Foundation
P.O. Box 5232, SE-102 45 Stockholm, Sweden
Street address: Sturegatan 14, Stockholm
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28april2015

Per email toegestuurd aan
CMI, Martti Ahtisaari
cmi.helsinki(a)cmi.fi
Eteläranta 12 (2nd floor) 00130 Helsinki Finland
Citta del Vaticano, Pope Francesco
Via della Concilianzione
54 SCV-00120 Roma, Italia
Priester Antoine Bodar

ICCrechtzaak tegen het Vaticaan, de Nobelfoundation wegens weigeren Grondwet,
Mensenrechtenverdragen toepassen en Kabinet, Parlement & Lobbyisten helpen bij folteren & doden
burgers via mijn lichaam.
ICC-lawcase against the Vatican, the Nobelfoundation for refusing to conduct the Constitution, Humanright-treaties
and assisting the Dutch Cabinet, Parliament & Lobbyists with torturing & killing civilians via my body.
Second part of the letter is written in English

ICC president Silvia Fernandez de Gurmendi,
Nobelfoundation – Carl-Henrik Heldin –
Vatican – Pope Francesco –,
MinAZ Voorzitter, secretaris-generaal drs. P.H.A.M. (Paul) Huijts,
I hereby start an ICC-lawcase against the Nobelfoundation Boardmembers and the Vatican
Popes Benedictus XVI Jozef Ratzinger and Francesco.
The Nobelfoundation
The Nobelfoundation has misused my ICC-lawcase against NL for personal favourism, corruption and
violation of Constitutional & Humanrights of its boardmembers in relationship with Dutch politicians
against whom I started an ICC-lawcase, since may2007. File on added CD and websites.
http://desireestokkel.nl/NobelFoundation.ICC.torture.warcrimes.22april2011.pdf
According tot he Torture-treaty the Nobelfoundation was legally obliged to help me turn the International
Criminal Court into a fair courtsystem that also judges against Western leaders.
The Nobelfoundation did the opposite = they became more violent and started to behave like
warcriminals who reward Western– N-leaders for the warcrimes they conduct.
The Nobelfoundation rewarded the NL-politicians against whom I started an ICC-lawcase with the
Nobelprize for Peace 2013 for OPCW.
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2013/opcw-lecture_en.html
The Nobelfoundation communicated with the Dutch Cabinet, Parliament and OPCW-staff as if the
Netherlands is a nation that implements and conducts the Constitution and Humanright-treaties
correctly. while the Nobelfoundation had received my ICC-lawcase by mail and was informed about the
warcrimes excisting in NL.
http://www.opcw.org/about-opcw/
Johan de Wittlaan 32, 2517 JR - The Hague, The Netherlands .
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Chairman

Carl-Henrik Heldin

Tomas Nicolin

Professor of Molecular Cell Biology, Uppsala University,
Branch Director of the Ludwig Institute for Cancer
Research, Uppsala and Vice President of the European
Research Council (ERC)

Civ. ekon., M.sc in Management

Deputy Chairman

Staffan Normark

Göran K. Hansson

Professor of Experimental Cardiovascular Research,
Secretary of the Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institutet

Kaci Kullmann Five
Adviser Public Affairs

Professor of medical microbiology, Permanent Secretary
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Lars Heikensten
Executive Director of the Nobel Foundation

Peter Englund
Professor, Writer, Permanent Secretary of the Swedish
Academy

Deputy Members Gunnar von Heijne
Professor of Theoretical Chemistry

Lars Bergström
Professor of Theoretical Physics at Stockholm University

Vatican
http://www.desireestokkel.nl/Vaticaansept2007paus.pdf
http://www.desireestokkel.nl/ICC.rechtzaak.tegen.Vaticaan.Priester.AntoineBodar.Grondwet.mensenrechtenschending
.corruptie.parlement.koninklijkhuis.april2015.pdf

I start an ICC-lawcase against former Pope Benedictus XVI Jozef Ratzinger and current
Pope Francesco.
Bot Popes, approve of the warcrimes commited by the Catholic Church in the Netherlands – priest
Antoinebodar & Co – in their relationships with NL former-Prime Ministers J.P.Balkenende and his Cabinet
and Parliament … and current Prime Minister MarkRutte and his Cabinet and Parliament.
The Catholic Church has refused to conduct the Constitution and HumanRighttreaties in relationship with
politicians, media-makers and lobbyists who enjoy to tortrue & kill civilians in NL.
The Catholic Church was – and is – legally obliged to help me turn the International Criminal Court into a
fair courtsystem that stops wars.... and prevents wars from breaking out.
They Catholic Church has done the opposite = the Bisshops, Priests and Vatican choose sides for
warcriminal politicians and other powerful persons... and broke down the State of Law The Netherlands
for the narcistic ego's of the Bisshops and Priests... and Popes.
This Church is now a warcriminal-paradise, which collaborates with ICC in spreading wars Worldwide.
The rulers simply ignore their personal legal obligations when they watn to kill people.they try to kill me
for the fact that I prove corruption between Courts of Lawin NL and the NL-politicians, Royal faily and
Lobbyists.
The RKK-media is a participant of NPO-media. State-financed media.
I started an ICC-lawcase against media-makers this week, included religious broadcasters like RKK,
IKON, EO, NCRV... for the fact that they ignore the Constitution, Humanright-treaties and ICC-lawcase
against NL... for the luxurous Labourcontracts of the media-makers.
Read the ICC-lawcase on CD and my websites.
A few links
http://desireestokkel.nl/ICC.rechtzaak.NPO.Telegraaf.Volkskrant.NRC.RVDJ.Nieuwspoort.Persgroep.TMG.MinAz.PaulHu
ijts.24april2015.pdf
http://desireestokkel.nl/ICC.rechtzaak.MarkRutte.VVD.MinAz.PaulHuijts.Parlementsleden.NL.President.Verkiezingen..K
NAW.NIOD.20apri2015.pdf
http://desireestokkel.nl/ICC.rechtzaak.Rechtspraak.Advocatenorde.Clingendael.HCSS.ICCT.KNAW.NIOD.NTCV.Politie.1
april2015.pdf
http://desireestokkel.nl/ICC.rechtzaak.Defensie.Marechaussee.Europol.Politie.Vakbonden.15april2015.pdf
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My demands:
I want all above listed persons to be convicted to one year in ICC-prison for organizing and conducting
torture & murder in cooperation with the Cabinet, Parliament, Monarchy, Judiciary Council,
BarAssociation, LegalAid council. NPO-media-makers, KNAW, NIOD, HCSS, Clingendael, ICCT, NTCV,
TheHagueglobaljusticeinstituut and other lobbyists.
I want each of the above listed persons to pay me a 100 euros per person per month for the damage
they cause me, from 1may2007 = the day that I started an ICC-lawcase against the Netherlands.
According to the Torture-treaty is was forbidden to communicate with former PM J.P.Balkenende & co –
and later Pm M.Rutte & co – any further; listed persons ignore this Torture-treaty.
Priest Antoine Bodar is listed under the ICC-lawcase against NPO-media-makers
Now I understand what the Galaxy ment when they wispered in my ear:
'You must smoke out the Vatican'. I assumed I wouldn't have the time to do so....
AlbertNobel must be with me, while writing this letter.
Planet Earth is a childish selfisch psychopatic chaos in demolition.

DesireeStokkel

PS
Ik heb een beperkt gezichtsvermogen = details vallen weg.
Ik kan geen perfecte brieven schrijven wat door de ICC-NL-dictatorclub tegen mij kan worden gebruikt.
Dit bewijst dan dat zij het leuk vinden te folteren.

I have limited eyesight = details vanish away.
I can't write perfect letters what can be misused against me by the ICC-NL-dictatorclub. This will prove than that they
find it amusing to torture me.
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